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Introduction
Dive into the dynamic realm of Interior Design with our comprehensive course,
handcrafted to turn any space into your canvas. With six captivating modules
covering design principles, space planning, color theory, material use, and
practical software skills, we're ready to guide you on a journey of creativity 
and practical application.

Our course is tailored for everyone. Aspiring designers, homeowners looking 
to spruce up their space, professionals wanting to expand their skillset - 
we've got you covered. With modules designed to cater to various levels of
expertise, anyone with a passion for interior design will find our course a 
perfect fit.

Looking to enhance your professional skills? Our course equips you with
knowledge and techniques that can boost your career opportunities 
in the ever-growing interior design industry. There's never been a better 
time to invest in such sought-after skills.

Or perhaps you're here to indulge your hobby. 
Learn how to apply design principles in your personal space or master design
software for personal projects. Transform your everyday surroundings 
into a reflection of your creative flair and taste.

We're proud to offer an unbeatable value. A course that perfectly blends
knowledge with hands-on experience, an offer that guarantees a maximum
return on your investment.

Don't let this exciting opportunity slip away! 

Contact us today for more details about the course, upcoming
schedules, or any other queries. Don't just dream about the perfect
space, create it! 

Join us now on this enriching journey 
to bring your design visions to life.

3897 4014
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Course Overview
Discover Interior Design - Your Creative Journey Begins Here
Step into a world where creativity meets functionality! Our Interior Design course
is your passport to transform ordinary spaces into extraordinary havens. Learn
design principles, space planning, color theory, and computer-aided design
from industry experts and make your design dreams come alive.

Course Blueprint - Your Roadmap to Design Mastery
Dive into 48 hours of hands-on learning over 3 months with our comprehensive
interior design course. Offering six insightful modules, we provide an enriching
learning experience. But remember, we cater to your needs with flexible
packages to suit your schedule.

Explore, Learn, and Create - The Designer’s Pathway
Journey with us through the fascinating world of design. Master the skills
needed to plan spaces, select the right materials, and create stunning layouts
with tools like AutoCAD and 3DS MAX. Moreover, you'll gain real-world insights by
working on live projects and building your professional portfolio.

Who Can Embark On This Design Voyage?
This course is for everyone with an eye for design and a passion for beautiful
spaces. Whether you're an aspiring designer, a homeowner wanting a fresh
look, or just someone with a love for aesthetics - if you enjoy creativity, this
course is for you.

Your Badge of Honor - Course Certification
Show off your newfound skills and knowledge with a certificate of attendance,
awarded upon successful completion of the course. This certification stands as
a testament to your dedication and passion in the realm of interior design.

Transform Spaces, Transform Lives
We believe good design has the power to change lives. So, don’t just learn to
design - learn to transform spaces, touch hearts, and elevate lives with our
comprehensive Interior Design course. 

Join us today and begin your journey into the dynamic and creative world of
Interior Design. Your dream of crafting beautiful spaces awaits you here!

3897 4014
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Introduction to Interior Design:
Immerse yourself in the world of interior design with our module, "Introduction to
Interior Design." Gain foundational knowledge of design elements and principles,
and discover various design styles to develop your unique perspective.

Topic 1: Introduction and Elements of Design
Understand the essence of interior design and its significance. Master the seven
vital elements of design—color, line, shape, texture, space, form, and light, to
create balanced and visually appealing spaces. Discover how these elements
serve as a foundation for striking and functional design.

Topic 2: Principles of Design
Deepen your design knowledge with the six guiding principles of design—
balance, rhythm, emphasis, proportion, scale, and unity. Learn how to apply
these principles to create cohesive, comfortable, and visually engaging interior
spaces.

Topic 3: Interior Design Styles and Your Style Personality
Discover 18 prevalent interior design styles, their unique characteristics, and
typical furniture. Venture into the journey of identifying your style personality,
broadening your design repertoire and allowing you to cater to diverse client
needs and tastes.

This module equips you with the essential knowledge and practical skills to step
into the field of interior design. Understanding the foundational design elements,
principles, and styles is invaluable for creating visually stunning and functional
spaces, tailored to individual client's needs. This module is your pathway to
becoming a competent and creative interior designer.

Module 1



Space Planning and Layout
Engage with the compelling world of space planning and layout in our Module 2,
fostering proficiency in designing functional and aesthetically pleasing spaces.
Learn how to navigate key considerations such as traffic flow, ergonomics, and
room purpose, and explore the dynamics of designing various room layouts.

Topic 4: Space Planning
Delve into the principles of space planning, a critical facet of interior design,
learning how to arrange furniture and room elements effectively. By exploring
this topic, students can create spaces that are both functional and pleasing to
the eye, through understanding traffic flow, ergonomics, and various
arrangement techniques.

Topic 5: Room Layout Options
Expand your design acumen by exploring a variety of room layout options.
Understand how flexible and versatile design solutions can cater to different
rooms and lifestyles. This topic enables students to create room layouts that
enhance the functionality of spaces, supporting occupants' lifestyle needs.

Topic 6: Small Space Design and Organization of Space
Conquer the unique challenges of small spaces and understand the nuances
of kitchen ergonomics. This topic enhances the students' ability to maximize
functionality while maintaining aesthetics, crucial for spaces like kitchens that
are frequently used.

Understanding space planning and layout broadens your design potential,
aiding the creation of visually appealing yet functional spaces. This learning
proves invaluable in real-world scenarios, whether you're a homeowner wanting
to enhance your living area or an aspiring interior designer. Embrace these skills
and open a world of versatile, innovative, and impactful design possibilities.

Module 2



Colors, Materials, and Décor
This module takes a deep dive into the vital elements of interior design. This
module equips learners with a profound understanding of color theory, material
application, and the art of accessorizing, transforming ordinary spaces into
well-designed interiors.

Topic 7: Color Theory
Discover the power of color in the interior design landscape. This topic imparts a
basic understanding of color theory, elucidating how color impacts mood,
perception, and overall ambiance. It empowers students to curate appropriate
color schemes for diverse styles.

Topic 8: Materials and Finishes
Materials and finishes can dramatically alter both aesthetics and functionality.
This topic guides students through the array of common materials and finishes
in interior design, exploring factors like durability, maintenance, and style to
inform optimal selections.

Topic 9: Use of Accessories and Decorative Elements
Accessories and décor are key in personalizing a space. This final topic teaches
students how to select and arrange decorative elements, enhancing the
appeal of various surfaces in a home, and refining their design acumen.

Mastering this module has practical, real-world benefits. The profound
knowledge in color theory, materials, and décor will empower students to make
informed design decisions, capable of transforming any space. Understanding
these essentials of interior design is not just crucial for budding designers, but
also for individuals seeking to beautify their own living spaces.

Module 3



Lighting and Application (AutoCAD)
Embark on a transformative journey with our 'Lighting and Application
(AutoCAD)' module! This course empowers you with a robust understanding of
lighting's role in interior design and hands-on experience in utilizing AutoCAD for
design projects.

Topic 10: Lighting Principles
Master the art of creating mood, function, and aesthetics through lighting. This
topic introduces you to the fundamentals of natural and artificial lighting in
interior design, and guides you in the selection and arrangement of lighting
fixtures.

Topic 11: AutoCAD for Interior Design
Step into the world of AutoCAD and harness its capabilities for interior design.
Learn to create 2D floor plans, elevation drawings, and 3D designs, thereby
equipping yourself with a valuable tool in effective space planning and detailed
design.

Topic 12: Advanced AutoCAD for Interior Design
Advance your AutoCAD proficiency by delving deeper into its applications in
interior design. Understand how to apply different materials to your 3D designs,
and gain practical experience in executing 3D exterior and interior renderings.

Gaining competence in lighting principles and AutoCAD equips you with vital
skills to thrive in the interior design industry. This module not only sharpens your
creativity but also prepares you for real-world design challenges, elevating your
professional portfolio.

Module 4



3D Application of Interior Design
Discover the world of 3D interior design in Module 5, where students gain
practical skills in 3D modeling using 3DS MAX software, mastering its interface,
and rendering photorealistic images.

Topic 13: Getting Started with 3DS MAX
Grasp the basics of 3DS MAX, a predominant 3D modeling tool in interior design.
This introductory topic covers the software's interface, essential tools, and
project setup, with lectures, demonstrations, and hands-on exercises.

Topic 14: Interior Design Modeling in 3DS MAX
Venture into 3D modeling, creating immersive interior spaces and furniture from
floor plans. This topic equips you with the necessary skills to apply correct
proportions and scales, vital in professional interior design.

Topic 15: Materials, Lighting, and Rendering in 3DS MAX
Delve deeper into rendering photorealistic images using 3DS MAX, where you'll
learn to apply realistic materials, create effective lighting setups, and utilize Vray
Renderer to enhance the quality of your 3D models.

Mastering these skills puts the power of visualization at your fingertips, allowing
you to present design ideas professionally and realistically. Our course gives
you the tools to transcend traditional boundaries and transform spaces in the
realm of 3D interior design.

Module 5



Professional Development
Our focus is on equipping you with practical skills in the trending Tiny House
design, executing a real-life project and creating an attractive online portfolio.
You will learn, apply, and demonstrate your prowess in these industry-relevant
areas.

Topic 16: Understanding and Designing Tiny Houses
Delve into the fascinating tiny house movement, discovering its social impacts
and the inherent design challenges. We'll explore how to use design principles
for small spaces, enhancing functionality while keeping aesthetics in check. You
will comprehend why mastering this design trend is an invaluable asset for an
interior designer.

Topic 17: Practical Application: Designing a Tiny House Project
Put theory into practice by designing your own tiny house. You'll create a floor
plan, choose fitting furniture and décor, and consider space and storage use,
finally presenting your design in an appealing format. It's your chance to bring
the tiny house design principles to life!

Topic 18: Creating an Online Portfolio
Your work needs an audience! Learn to create a captivating online portfolio
showcasing your talent. We'll guide you on selecting your best work, presenting
it professionally and creating an appealing resume. Attract potential clients and
employers with your skillfully crafted portfolio.
:
In our fast-evolving world, understanding the Tiny House movement, executing
a design project, and presenting your work professionally online are vital skills
for an interior designer. Our course module arms you with these skills,
positioning you for success in the competitive market. Let us guide you towards
being a standout professional in your field.

Module 6



Package 1
3 Months Comprehensive Course

Week 1

Week 5

Week 9

Week 2

Week 6

Week 10

Week 3

Week 7

Week 11

Week 4

Week 8

Week 12

Module 1

Module 4

Module 2

Module 5

Module 3

Assignments 

Assignments 

Final Project
Module 6

For those who desire to take a deep dive into creative 
fields at a comfortable pace, with small group interactions!

Unleash your potential with our Three-Month Comprehensive Course. 
This package is crafted for those who enjoy a steady pace and prefer a
structured curriculum. 

Get personal attention in a small group setting, make new friends, and journey
together into the exciting world of creative arts.

Each course has 6 modules, each module has 3 topics. 
The course is distributed across 12 weeks.

On completion, learners will receive a Certificate of Attendance.

Fee: 180 BHD per Month
3897 4014
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Day 1 Day 5Day 3 Day 7

- topic 1, 2 & 3

- topic 10, 11 & 12

- topic 4, 5 & 6

- topic 13, 14 & 15

- topic 7, 8 & 9

- topic 16, 17 & 18

- temlates

Day 2 Day 6Day 4

Module 1

Module 4

Module 2

Module 5

Module 3

Module 6

Final Day

Package 2
Crash Course
It's not for beginners, but for those who have learned before and
want to remember and shine up their skills. 

Get back in the game fast and join us today!

Are you a go-getter with a tight schedule? 

This one-on-one class lets you dive head-first into your chosen field, giving you
an intensive overview in just a week. Gain the skills you need, in the time you
have.

Each day covers one module. 
With the 7th day dedicated to revising and summarizing all the modules.
Learners will be receiving a total of 14  hours of one-on-one instruction.

On completion, learners will receive a Certificate of Attendance.

* 7 days

Fee: 280BHD
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Starter Package

4Months

3Months

2Months

Linear Package

Intense Learner

Package 3
Customized Learning Experience
For those who value flexibility and control in their learning
journey, our Customized Learning.

Your goals, your pace, your success. 

Our Customized Learning Experience puts you in the driver's seat of your
education. Select from our Starter, Linear and Intense Learner options to tailor
your learning experience to your lifestyle. 

We are here for you if you seek flexible timings, wish to tailor your learning
journey according to your personal schedule, and value the opportunity to
intensify or ease your study plan based on your individual needs.

Why fit in when you can stand out?

3 sessions per week;
Total of 12 sessions per month;

4 sessions per week;
Total of 16 sessions per month;

5 sessions per week;
Total of 20 sessions per month;

240BHD

320BHD

400BHD
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Package 4
Customized Program
Unleash your creative freedom and tailor your learning
experience to suit your individual needs and interests.

Do you know exactly what you want? 

Our Customized Program lets you design your learning journey. 

For those who know what they want and need the flexibility to focus on specific
topics

Select your course content, schedule your class timings, and learn at a pace
that works for you. 

It's your path to success, designed by you.

REVIEW OUR
MODULES

PICK UP 
THE TOPICS

START
LEARNING!

BUILD YOUR
OWN CALENDAR

1.

2.

4.

3.

* this package start with at least 8 session..

Fee: 20BHD per session
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Your Portfolio Journey
Start your course with us, and you'll begin crafting your unique portfolio right
away. Over three months, watch it grow and reflect your newfound skills and
creativity. 

By the end, you'll have a tangible testament to your educational journey with
Create Bahrain. Your portfolio is more than just a stepping stone for career
progression—it's a keepsake of your achievements. 

A tool for self-reflection, it allows you to revisit your growth and inspire yourself
to keep pushing for greater heights.

We'll showcase your portfolio on a dedicated page on our website, giving you
lifetime access to your body of work. 

Share your journey and creations with the world and bask in the pride of being a
part of the Create Bahrain community.

Remember, your portfolio is your story of dedication, resilience, and creativity. 
At Create Bahrain, we're excited to see the narrative you'll create and the
heights you'll reach. 

Your portfolio isn't just a collection—it's your first step in making a global impact.
Let's embark on this unforgettable journey together.

Printable PDF Webpage with



Dear Student,

Welcome to CreateBahrain Academy, a dynamic
platform designed for those passionate about design,
photography, filmography, animation, coding, and
digital marketing. As an independent entity from the
well-established TeachBahrain Academy, our mission
is to empower curious minds to transform the world.

Inspired by the pioneering educational philosophies
of Mr. Saad Akbar and Mr. Omair Imtiaz, we believe in
nurturing individuality, fostering inventive spirits, and
promoting independent thinking. The curriculum,
further shaped by the expertise of Ms. Kanwal Imtiaz, 
a former Ikea Design Manager, ensures a focus on
self-driven and experiential learning.

Our curriculum guarantees meaningful, hands-on
learning experiences, guided by expert educators 
in a vibrant community. We're excited to offer you a
customized learning path tailored to your interests
and aspirations.

Join us for a tour or attend an upcoming admission
event to experience our dynamic learning
environment firsthand. Spread the word to others 
who share your passion for creativity and learning.
Together, let's improve the world through the power 
of creative education.

Best wishes

Kanwal Saeed
3897 4014
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